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mmunist With the last cut in world history occurring in 1989 and throughout the destruction of co

dictatorships and Soviet World Empire, a new stage in ocess of gl  in  the planetary pr obalization began

which most countries in mselves as   the world labelled the –  people'. democratic states, ‘ruled by the

 of 40 in 1972The increasing trend  up to the current estimated 123 democratic countries of the 192 

states registered in ons may con . Spthe United Nati tinue in the future eculation of various theories 

such as Fukayama's End of History and  that liberal dem the Last Man ocratic nation states were the 

universal standard form of human society has been di  sproved through the globalization process

e boundaries and led liberal de e state borders to a supranwhich flattened th mocracies over th ational 

world society. Tran o global democracy damental prisformation t  threatens the fun nciples of the 

on state democracy. on was in fact conceived at former liberal nati The modern process of globalizati

oluthe beginning of the New Age with C on of Western India in 1492 and Magellan's mbus' revelati

et sail from Sevilla in 1519 and r e years later after expedition which s eturned to the same port thre

eed a round Globe. proving that the Earth was ind The past five centuries of connecting and net ng 

y spheroid Globe by way of trade and warfare, technology and industry, science and the great water

 satellites and Internet, global c onal organizcommunications, oncerns and internati ations showed 

m, face and a reverse side of globaliz . only a different for ation Since the eighties and early nineties of 

orld's bipolar struc  unifying process of the 20th century, following the pulling down of the w ture, the

a single world market and world society has been str . ongly accelerating Thus the term ‘globalization' 
 economical, philosophical, and sociological discussions aitself has been significantly used in s a notion 

conomical, cul onal economies and that refers to the e tural and political integration of the nati

processes into ew world order. rst modern the global market and n After the founding of the fi

mocracy in Americ och was symbolically representative de a in 1776, the previous political ep

delimited by tw ons  o significant democratic revoluti – on the French in 1789 and the ‘Velvet' revoluti

1989. onal state and build  This era was dominated by the model of the nati ing of the representative,

al, and liberal democracy under its frame. In constitutional, soci this epoch, we can distinguish three 

waves of dem :  ocratization

c to a democra ent;  The transition from a non-democrati tic form of governm

A gradual renewal egimes in Japan and ope   of democratic r  in the Middle Eur

mocracy in S   The foundation of de outhern Europe

e Berlin wall, de ad to Middle and Eastern Europe countries After the fall of th mocratization spre

of liberal democracy grew to a global form of government. Asidwhere the model e from that, in the 

contemporary epoch of globaliz verstepped andation, the frame of the national is o  the supranational 

and global area is opened. Democracy has been desig t form of government'. nated as the ‘las  

However, some people are afraid on process would diminish t that the globalizati he area of authentic 

e public landscape. Democracy is npolitical acting and transform th ot only a distinctive set of political 
[2]

ocial and econo of making colleinstitutions or a s mic order but firstly a specific process ctive and 

binding decisions wi enter. n “th equal and free citizens in the c As well, the questio Is the nature of 

democracy co  trend of society?” must be observed. Proponents of mpatible with the global

de on, such as David Held was necessary to c mocratic globalizati claimed that it  create democrati

. ment of a de overnment global institutions Their final goal was the establish mocratic world g with 

world services f . It is or citizens my opinion that globalization destroys the institutional anchors of the 

previous democracy amental ma onal state:  with the destruction of the fund rks of the nati

● Sovereignty as an absolute power of decision making;  
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● Territorial government;  

● State people an . d nation  

new horizon. Furthermore, globalization points out the role of the citizen as a world citizen in a This 

is a utopian idea at lish a global de ment. However, it is not Utopia tempting to estab mocratic govern

o to see the world order with the most democratic elements allowing for the world citizen t

erous levels in sions making  from local, participate at num the process of global democratic deci –

provincial, regional  global levels as well. 990's illustrated  and national to supranational and The 1 the 

increased crisis vic values and of citizenship in the world through the loss of democratic ci

rom interest on public good to participation, a decline of the sense of political ef cacy, and shift f

 prosperity which is an importanprivatized life and t influence on the democratic participation of 

. e fundamental ween modern democracy and market economy citizens in politics Th  connection bet

had advantages for . H e increase of both in the era of nation states owever, with th  financial power as 

 on global markthe only authoritative truth acting et and net ng, the area of authentic political acting 

educed.  Fundamental and justice rational regulation of public needs and institutions was r Three

of Democracy e ‘polis' or town republic and is a symbol of Transformations originated from th

community wher . government in the small political e citizens regard one another as political equals

mocracy, which lasted nearly two centuries between 507 and 321 B. C. E. is a Ancient Athenian de

prime example ory direct deof citizen participation or participat mocracy with developed institutions 

emselves. Dahneeded by citizens in order to govern th l calls the step from the idea and practice of 

 or by a single person  rule by the few to the idea and practice of rule by the many in the city-state 

ks  among the Gree  the “first democratic transformation”. The step from the polis democracy to the 

 result of channational state democracy was the ge from the direct participation to the representative 

democracy. o called second de  a radically neThe s mocratic transformation led to w set of political 

. e democracy is a institutions to represent the political will of the equal citizens The representativ

system which combines democrac  a popularly elected parliament  y at local levels with  at the top level

ent of free ci on. and secures the cons tizens through electi Basic political institutions are 

ected in n  popularly chosen local governmentsrepresentatives el ational parliament and  that are 

onal government. subordinate to the nati

 democracy originates from Great Britain, Scandinavia, The system of modern representative

Switzerland, and are nean. Modern democracy was perfected in as mainly north of the Mediterra
[1]

a system of checks and balances a y's major social fNorth America with mong the countr orces and the 

vernment. Develop  Foundinseparation of powers within the go ed from the American g Fathers under 

eas from Montesquieu and Locke ublic became in the influence of id , the American democratic rep

g of a model f blics. transformadue course somethin or many other repu The third tion from the 

onal and g of national to the supranati  global politics requires new essential changes of the bein

democracy. Development of liberal democracy in  was connec the national states ted with the 

grounding of human rights and freedoms and the shift in scale from the small, more intimate, and 

y city-state t overnments. more participator o the bigger, more representative democratic g Today, the 

ges democracy needs to pass by en r  and question of which chan oute to the supranational creations

world market, global society and world republic is a key issue:  complexitfrom the y in the democratic 

social order and cultural diversit y of achieving an adequate level y to the dif cult of citizen 

competence for a global democracy. How can today's society in of global market  the conditions 

establish dem tages and possibi cale ocratic rule at large scale and still retain the advan lities of small s

democracy? cts of globaliz  Critical views on the effe ation firstly observe the shortcomings in the
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rld. justice social distribution of goods between the states and areas of the wo There also comes to 

eing state which was a status sylight the crisis of the social wellb mbol of societies particularly in the 

Western European states developed af  world war. e merciless p  ter the second Th ressure of the global

e assurance of social security whi . Wellbeing market weakened th ch was the product of state activity

social state divided social goods . New forms of  on the principles of non-market distributive justice

ve j . Philosophical Roots injustice appeared in the global market under the label of commutati ustice

 philosophical idea e of Globalization and Democracy On the horizon of the of the universal mind, th

ocess has been de millennia. Minerva's owl of western metaphysics globalization pr veloping through 

Mediterranean Sea in Eastern Asia an ome, started its flight from the coast of the d over Athens and R

and alongside it, obally. e aim of Heraclitus, later Anaxagoras to talk  Christianity spread gl It was th

order which was t or all. Plato's and Arisabout the world o be the same f totle's ideas had conquered 

lobal spheres long before of economic and unified the spiritual g the start of globalization's process 

ket, machine technology and/or computer and gl . and financial mar obal information net ng The word 

c‘World Citizen' first appeared in the ynical philosophical school. Asked where he came from, 

Diogenes from Synope answered mopolites' –that he was a ‘cos world. Parallel t citizen of the o the 

process of univers ea of democracy was established, al thinking and the citizen of the world, the id

supported, attacked and ignored red years. At practiced, debated,  for more than twenty-five hund

mmanuel Kant and the peak of the creation of national states politics in 18th and 19th centuries, I

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, two noted philosophers, endeavoured to offer their views on the 

orld Society' and ‘World History'. Kant,founding of the ‘W  regarded as one of the most influential 

tory of Western philosophy andphilosophers in the his  the last major philosopher of the 

Enlightenment explain eans to ted the m he status of “World Civility” as a “Natural Purpose”. His 

 status of “World Civility” could bopinion was that the e developed through the origin presumptions 

s. e World Society as an act of of the human genu He declared the perfect citizen uniting into th

Pro  purpose of history.  founding of a “World Republic” as vidence and the Therefore he proposed the

a guarantee for world peace and global free trade. He cessity of developing world gel exposed the ne

te of global freedom. However, unlike Kant, history to the sta he wasn't inclin  ed to the idea of a

universal world civil community. ea of cosmHe accepted the id opolitism and tried to confirm and 

e and not opposit . Helegitimize world citizenship through national state lif e them gel viewed the 

whole history under of universal world process which e principles of  the aspect volved on the 

freedom, mind and law. Hegel's metaphysical realism  sovereignty  confirms that until national

't be a judge be es. It is possible only to talk about one kcontinued, there couldn tween the stat ind of 

arbitrator or medi overeign wills. In Hegel's categories, global oduct ator between the s ization is the pr

of civil society o s.  and Democraof the widening ver political border Globalization cy In the 

contemporary process of globaliz orces which show marks of ation, we can observe the collision of f

oaches.  is a tendency to a peaceable world republic of united people both philosophical appr There

 rights, and inter ted through an international law, human national institutions similar to the Uni

. It is very  when you consider eague or Concert of Nations  interesting  the idea of the founding of the L

 “ an 100 democracies”,  new ‘global system' as a means to Democracies with more th which deems the

protect human rights, enforce peace, and achieve global prosperity.  This idea can be seen as a

s League of Pe versal republican state forms. Conversely, we can continuation of Kant' ople with uni

see clashes and n wills in world market in conflicts of sovereig the global economical and political the 

way Hegel described it. It is remarkable . Dahl that democracies do not fight wars with one another
[6]

claimed that “of thirty onal wars between 1945 and 1989, none occurred among -four internati
[8]

tries”. democratic coun But democratic countries fight wars with non c countries and -democrati

e of ies.  an incorrect means to interfere sometimes in the political lif  other countr For my part, this is
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f tanks and air forces. Did spread democracy in the world by way o Athens with its war ships under 

. Tocqueville dedicated a big part of his Democracy in America t t the frame Demokratia o prove that i

is not possible t odel.  o transplant the m


